Detection of breast abnormalities on teleradiology transmitted mammograms.
The authors conducted an observer performance study to compare breast lesion detection of conventional mammography (CM) with teleradiology (TE) transmitted mammograms. One hundred four abnormal, single-projection mammographic images were transmitted by teleradiology. Abnormalities included 11 cases with skin thickening or retraction, 48 cases with microcalcifications, and 52 with parenchymal masses. The CM and TE images were reviewed by four mammographers who indicated the type and location of abnormalities and a level of confidence for their diagnostic decisions. For each of three detection tasks--skin and nipple abnormalities, microcalcifications, and masses--receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was performed for individual readers and all readers as a group. For detecting skin and nipple abnormalities, readers performed significantly better with CM than with TE (z = 2.05, P = less than 0.04). However, no significant differences were found among readers for detection of either microcalcifications or masses. Further improvements in hardware and imaging parameters may improve detection of soft tissue abnormalities. Further evaluation is necessary to determine whether teleradiology might be applicable to breast cancer screening.